Library Poster & Map Storage

Frewsburg secondary school selected the Ulrich Cadfile
for their library poster & map storage. First because the
Cadfile is a high capacity map storage cabinet. In fact this
cabinet can store 1,000 posters and maps in the smallest
footprint available. Next this cabinet is less than 11 inches
deep. Also the cabinet easily rolls on it's heavy duty
casters. Allowing it to be stored anywhere in the library.
The Cadfile is a vertical flat file which uses a unique spring
compression system, and heavy duty folders to protects the documents from damage. In addition this cabinet uses very
little floor space for document storage. While this vertical flat file cabinet's heavy duty folders provide great document
protection and a convenient way to organize your library poster & map storage.
Preserving a Special Collection
One collection in Frewsburg's library poster & map storage is Picturing America. Which includes 40 large high-quality, full
color, reproductions of works of art. This art spans several centuries and containing work created by American painters,
sculptors, photographers and architects.
"Naturally, we are excited to have these beautiful and historic images available to our children, says Robin Trapani,
Frewsburg's Library Media Specialist. "We display these posters on a rotating basis. And the Ulrich Cadfile preserves and
protects the posters while they are in storage. As a result children can enjoy these images for many, many years."
Before we had several sections of flat file cabinets that we were using for this purpose. The flat file cabinets used to much
valuable library space and were not very attractive. While Ulrich Cadfile cabinet is so small. Of course it fits well in our
library. And the cabinet will hold this collection plus many more. It is amazing that such a small cabinet can hold 1,000
documents."
Frewsburg School
Frewsburg Secondary School is located in Frewsburg, NY. Grades 7-12 attend this school. And the school population is
479 students.

Learn more about the Cadfile
Need more storage than Frewsburg School? Try our Minifile or Planfile
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